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DUTCH QUEST FOR PERFORMANCE PAY 
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In 2003 the Minister responsible for administrative 
renewal ordered an investigation: 
 
In what ways can performance pay contribute to 
realising the governmental goals in the field of  
efficiency in the public sector? 
 
Answer: Yes it is possible to motivate employees 
positively, if it is possible is performance pay can be 
based on a well developed system of steering 
performance (Output-steering).  
 



Available Alternatives Outputsteering 
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1. Steering for direct results, linked to variable pay or 
one of bonuses; 
 

2. Steering for behaviour/competencies (input/through 
put)linked to differentiation in salary growth or extra 
steps in a scale; 
 

3.  Steering for a combination of results & behaviour 
(Integral steering) linked to a differentiation in 
growth in salary and variable pay 
 



CHARACTER P.A. & OUTPUTSTEERING 
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OUTPUT steering starts with a vision on concrete, 
measurable contributions in relation to societal effects. 
However, not just the concrete results but also the way 
in which they are achieved are important in public 
administration. 
 
Normally targets are defined including the procedural 
way in which they can be realised and tools developed. 
 
Therefore Integral planning is most appropriate, 
including flanking policies (budget,Management)  
 



Diversity choices in planning in P.A  
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Direct steering for results(option 1) is more operational  
in organisational units, where concrete goals are  
easily accountable to individual performance. 
 
Where straightforward execution of policies,  
maintenance or supervision is concerned, option 1 might  
be given preference 
 
Steering for behaviour is essential for qualitative  
academic development processes, where large groups  
interact. 
 



Coalescence P-pay & Output steering 
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Performance pay only has effect if based on good  
performance-steering, because: (2) 
 
1. First it has to be clear which performance is required 

to determine efficient pay-investments; this requires 
measurable and verifiable results. 
 

2. Secondly employees find P-pay only motivating if its 
attribution is transparent & just. This requires 
predefined criteria and honest & open 
communications on outcomes. 



Implementation cumbersome ? 
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Those two demands are demanding for any  
implementation process of PPay. Management and  
middle management have to be motivated too. 
Culture sets strong limitations. Unions reluctant. 
 
However most public organisations in the Netherlands  
have indicated, that they did improve output-steering in  
the framework of performance-appraisal. Productivity  
improvement & improved target-setting and trying to  
differentiate between employees has developed (integral  
planning).  
 



REMAINING PERFORMANCE PAY IN NL 
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1. Variable pay: incidental annual bonusses to be 
earned each year and again; 
 

2. Differentiation in salary growth; granting steps within 
a scale and granting supplementary grades 

 
Option  1 coincides best with easily identifiable 
targets & measurable concrete tasks ; 

 
Option 2 is more applicable to general administration, 
where knowledge and core competencies of staff will 
develop over time  

 



@COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS 
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• The current practice to spend 1- max 3% on the 
wagebill for variable performance pay leads very 
often to too small amounts to be a real incentive; 

• The will to discriminate transparently still 
underdeveloped;  

 
A substantial rise in variable pay might lead to wage  
inflation, also when more realistic performance appraisal  
results would evolve; 
 
Last but not Least: Benefit assessment difficult without  
better Ouptputmeasurement & Kwalcontracts. 
 
 
 



FLANKING POLICIES IMPROVING 
EFFICIENCY 
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Introducing forms of Outputsteering requires: 
 

1. Quality-measurement systems next to costbased 
definitions for public services concerned; 

2. Benchmarking, efficacy research, evaluation 
improving quality of end results 

3. Informing citizens about this.  
4. Budget integration personal & budget steering 
 



MUNDUS VULT DECIPI ERGO DECIPIUNTUR 
(ROMAN PROVERB) 
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End with some famous disasters: 
• Exaggerated variable pay in the private sector has 

led to wave of sales and mergers, where 
shareholders and personnel often missed the gravy-
train; “results can be displayed” 

• Dutch auto concern DAF bankrupt due to 
• wrong target setting. Variable pay rewarded cheap 

trucks. 
• Baring-Leeson/Societé-General Kerviel; first case 

clearly consequence of too much individual rewarding 
as compared to teamwork (no integral view).   

 
 
 



CONCLUSION 
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1. Integral planning model of output-steering most 
appropriate for Central Government 
 

2.  The whole process must be controlled and phased 
in. Management included just as stake-holders. 
Quality-measurement in place. 
 

3. Detailed administrative execution instruction to 
prevent budgetary set-backs. 
 

4.  More chances than risks. If you don’t make it to 
performance-pay you may improve outputsteering! 

 


